We report on an investigation of four-dimensional terminal cyclic quotient singularities which are not Gorenstein.
All of this is by way of explaining why we chose to concentrate on properties of |-Ar| and |-2Äx| when we began to study terminal singularities in dimension four. The detailed structure of four-dimensional terminal singularities is still unknown; even for quotient singularities, the number-theoretic methods used in the various proofs of the terminal lemma appear to give no information in higher dimension. We restrict our attention here to non-Gorenstein four-dimensional quotient singularities which are quotients by groups of prime order. (The four-dimensional Gorenstein cases were completely classified some time ago by the second author and G. Stevens [8] .) This class of singularities is a natural place to begin an investigation: Among other pleasant features, computations with cyclic quotient singularities can be made readily, by using the techniques of toric geometry. In particular, to decide whether a given quotient singularity is terminal requires only a finite computation (of a distinctly number-theoretic character).
We easily found (by hand) examples for which the singularities of the general anticanonical divisor are worse than canonical. (An infinite number of examples is given in Example 2.5 below.) To find examples for which | -2Kt\ is badly behaved was more difficult, and we turned to a machine computation.
We did find such examples, but contrary to the expectations we formed after finding the first few, we have to date in a systematic search found exactly six examples with index less than 1600, and all of these have index between 83 and 109. Our examples and these computations are described in Section 2.
In order for | -2KT\ to be well behaved, the terminal singularity T must pass one of two computational tests (corresponding to Corollary 2.8(h) and Lemma 2.14 below). The second test is computationally very expensive, so we resorted to it as seldom as possible. And we were surprised to observe that once the index passed 420, exactly 20 singularities for each index required the use of this second test. We have arrived at an explanation for this phenomenon in the form of a conjectural "four-dimensional terminal lemma", which we discuss in Section 1. Among other things, this approach allows us to handle the 20 cases we encountered experimentally in a systematic fashion (cf. Table 2 .11). But in addition, the truth of the conjecture would imply that our six examples of terminal quotient singularities of prime index for which | -2Kt\ is badly behaved are the only ones.
The results of this paper are related to our computer calculations in several ways. First, Theorem 1.3, which describes a large class of terminal quotient singularities, could not have been formulated without the results of our computations: We discovered most of these singularities by examining the output of our programs. Second, the proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 2.12 are computer-aided. The computer assistance is rather trivial in the case of Theorem 1.3 (the required calculation cou'd be done on a programmable hand-held calculator), but the proof of Theorem 2.12 requires the solution of a large number of linear programming problems. And finally, the calculations we made inspired our conjectural classification of these singularities, and have provided evidence for that conjecture.
A Conjectural
Classification.
In this section we wisli to propose a conjectural classification of those four-dimensional terminal singularities which are quotients by cyclic groups of prime order. More precisely, we will write down a list of Z/pZ-quotient singularities some of whose entries depend on one or two parameters in (Z/pZ)*-and verify that all the singularities on our list are terminal. Our conjecture is that these are exactly the isolated terminal Z/pZ-quotient singularities of index p if p > 421. A Z/pZ-quotient singularity can be alternatively described by means of a quintuple Q = (a, b, c. d, e) of integers such that a + b + c + d + e = 0 and p > Mq := max{|a|, |6|, |c|, |d|, |e|}. Such a quintuple gives rise to the singularity [a,b,c,d]p with s = -e (modp). In these terms, the condition that [a,b,c,d]p be terminal can be expressed as p + eW <a(k)+b(k)+c(k)+d(k)+e(k} for all k E {1, 2,... ,p-1}. Since the expression on the right is a multiple of p, this condition is equivalent to (1.2) 2p < aw + b{k) + c{k) + d{k) + e{k)
for all k E {1,2,-p-1}. We say that the quintuple Q = (a,b, c,d, e) is p-terminal when p > Mq and condition (1.2) is satisfied. For computational purposes, a slight reformulation of conditions (1.1) and (1.2) is often convenient. We call a subset S of {1,2,... ,p-l} a CM-type, if J7 contains exactly one element from each of the pairs (k,p -k). If the singularity \a,b, c, d]p is isolated, then condition (1.1) is equivalent to p < sk < 3p for all k in some CM-type J*\ (This follows from the fact that m'fc' + rr¿v~k'1 = p for any integer m relatively prime to p). Similarly, when each of a.b.c.d, and e is nonzero (and p > Mq), condition (1.2) may be replaced by 2p < a(k) + b{k) + c(h) + d{k) + e(fc) < 3p for all k E S. Every terminal singularity has an index; in the case of a quotient singularity C4/G, the index is the smallest natural number n with the property that the group G acts trivially on (Ac4)®"-For a Z/pZ-quotient singularity [a,b,c,d]p, the index is 1 if s = 0 (in this case, the singularity is Gorenstein), and the index is p if s is relatively prime to p.
If the entries in a quintuple Q are all nonzero and p > Mq , then each associated p-singularity has index p. If one of the entries in Q is zero, then one of the associated p-singularities is isolated and Gorenstein, while the others are nonisolated. Now the classification of nonisolated terminal quotient singularities reduces to a problem in lower dimension, and is related (via the quintuples Q) to the classification of fourdimensional Gorenstein terminal quotient singularities. A complete classification in both of these cases is known [8] : Phrased in terms of quintuples, the classification says that each quintuple corresponding to Gorenstein and to nonisolated terminal quotient singularities must be equivalent modp to one of the form (a, -a, ß, -ß, 0).
For the remainder of this paper, we restrict our attention to isolated singularities of prime index. We will implicitly assume that each quotient singularity we consider is isolated, and that the order of the quotient group coincides with the index, thus, the phrase "terminal quotient singularity of index p" serves as an abbreviation for "isolated terminal Z/pZ-quotient singularity of index p".
An extensive computer study of terminal quotient singularities of prime index led us to the discovery of some large classes of stable quintuples. THEOREM 1.3. Let Q be a quintuple of integers summing to zero, and let p be a prime number. Suppose that either (a) Q = (a, -a, ß, 7, -ß -7) with 0 < \a\, \ß\, |-y| < p/2, and ß + 7 ^ 0, or (b) Q = (a, -2a, ß, -2/3, a + ß) with 0 < \a\, \ß\ < p/2, anda + ß^O, or (c) Q is one of the 29 quintuples listed in Table 1 .9 and p > Mq. Then Q is p-terminal.
It follows immediately that each of the quintuples described in the theorem is stable, and that each of their associated p-singularities is terminal and stable (when p satisfies the given restrictions). We call the 29 quintuples of case (c) exceptional stable quintuples because they do not fit into infinite families like those of cases (a) and (b). These two infinite families are in fact characterized by certain linear relations among a, b, c, d, and e which will be important in Section 2. Before proving this theorem, we wish to state the conjecture about terminal quotient singularities suggested by our computer calculations. To do so, we first '"This is unrelated to the notions of stability arising in geometric invariant theory. Note that the descriptions of our infinite families (cases (a) and (b) in Theorem 1.3) are somewhat redundant when we consider the actions by (Z/pZ)* and S4: By a further action of (Z/pZ)*, for example, we could have assumed that a = 1. However, it will be more convenient to work with the larger families of quintuples as we have described them.
Our conjecture says in part that every terminal quotient singularity of index p is stable when p > 421. However, for most p < 421, there definitely exist sporadic terminal quotient singularities of index p; these will be discussed further at the end of this section. Some of the sporadic terminal singularities will play an important role in Section 2, where we will also give some explicit examples.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.3; the proof is a case analysis. Observe that p > Mq in each case, so that we only need to verify condition (1-2).
Case (a). This is the case analogous to the one occurring in dimension 3, where the terminal lemma asserts that two of the weights of any terminal quotient singularity must sum to the index p (or equivalently, that any p-terminal quadruple is equivalent modp to one of the form (a, -a,ß, -/?))• In our case, since a^ + (-a)^ = p and/?(fc> +7W + (-ß-"i){k) = p or 2p for all k € {1,2,...,p-1}, the p-terminal
The remaining cases have no analogues in dimension less than 4. Case (b). If we act on the quintuple (a, -2a,ß, -2ß,a + ß) by an element of (Z/pZ)* then, possibly after modifying some of the entries of the resulting quintuple by multiples of p, we get another quintuple of the same form. Thus, it suffices to show that 2p < (a) + (-2a) + (ß) + (-2/3) + (a + ß).
But if i = j = k = 0, then (a) < p/2, (ß) < p/2, and (a) + (ß) > p, a contradiction.
Thus, i + j + k + 1 > 2, verifying the condition. To see the claim, note that nr*'/P + [mk/p] = mk/p for any nonzero integer m; moreover, since p > Mq , mk/p is never of the form i/Iq . Thus,
This proves the claim, and hence the proposition. D Claim (1.7) has a nice COROLLARY 1.8. If Q is p-terminal for any prime p > Iq, then Q is stable.
Moreover, in this case Q is p-terminal for every p > Mq.
Proof. The terminal condition for a given prime p implies, by the claim, that all Aq(/c/p)'s equal -2 or -3. But if p > Iq, then as k runs from 1 to p -1, i = [klQ/p] runs through the entire set {0,1,2,..., Iq -1}. In view of (1.6). this yields condition (b) of the proposition. But now Q is stable, and the claim implies that Q is p-terminal for every p > Mq . D Proposition 1.5 provides a simple computational method for testing^ whether a given quintuple Q is stable. Using it, the reader can easily repeat (or have his computer repeat) our verification that each of the quintuples listed in Table  1 .9 below is in fact stable. This then implies by Corollary 1.8 that each of these quintuples is p-terminal for every p > Mq. We have thus completed the proof of Theorem 1.3. We conclude this section with a few comments on Conjecture 1.4 and our evidence for it. The existence of sporadic singularités shows that it is possible for a quintuple Q to be p-terminal for some p > Mq, and yet not be stable. To say that Q is not stable means, by Proposition 1.5, that Iq := {i < Iq\Rq(í/Iq) < -3 or Rq(í/Iq) > -2} is nonempty. On the other hand, by Claim 1.7, Q can be p-terminal only if for all k < p, RQ(k/p) is either -2 or -3. In other words, the set Jp,i := {[W/pJI^ < P} must be disjoint from Iq. We say that p detects an unstable quintuple Q if Iq n Jp,i ¿ 0. Corollary 1.8 shows that any p > Iq detects an unstable Q. This result is somewhat unsatisfactory since if we act on Q by an element of (Z/pZ)* we will certainly change its least common multiple / without affecting its p-terminality. If Q' is one of the 29 exceptional stable quintuples of Table 1 .9, it suffices to show that Ann(Q) = Ann(<5'), for then Q will be an integral multiple of Q'. For this purpose, we only need to show that Ann(Q') has a basis consisting of vectors satisfying (1.12). Suppose a't and a' are two entries in Q' such that a' divides a't, and niij := a^/a', has absolute value between 2 and 5. Then Aim(Q') contains a vector whose nonzero entries are -1 and mt], and since | -11 + \mlJ \ < 6, this vector satisfies (1.12). Now if there are three pairs of entries of Q' with this property, which collectively involve at least four of the entries of Q', then the three corresponding vectors in Ann(Q') together with the vector (1,1,1,1,1) form a basis of Ann(Q') with the required property. As is easily verified, there do exist three such pairs for 27 of the 29 exceptional stable quintuples; in the remaining cases, we simply write down an appropriate basis for Ann(Q')-Namely, when Q' = (15,4,-5,-6,- 8) we take as a basis {(0,2,0,0,1), (1, a straightforward modification of the arguments above then shows that when all entries of Q are nonzero, Q is a stable (n -I-l)-tuple if and only if -(n -1) < Rq(í/Iq) < -2 for i = 1,2,...,Iq -1. Moreover, any time a proper subset of the weights of Q sums to 0, these inequalities automatically hold. Hence, isolated terminal quotient singularities of index p in any dimension for which a subset of the weights sums to zero modp are stable. When n = 3, the terminal lemma asserts that all three-dimensional terminal quotient singularities are associated with such quadruples and hence that every prime larger than Mq detects an unstable quadruple. (In particular, the answer to the analogue of Question 1.10 is positive.) Conversely, the italicized assertion would imply the terminal lemma.
It is easy to see that any stable quadruple has the form Q = (a, -a, ß, -ß). For the condition for a quadruple to be stable is simply that Rq be identically -2. But if a is a weight of largest absolute value, then for x = I/o the values Rq(x -¿) and Rq(x + t~) will differ unless there is also a weight a' = a. Hence, the terminal lemma may also be restated as: "For all p, any three-dimensional terminal quotient singularity of index p is stable". Since Conjecture 1.4 would have as a consequence the statement: "For all p > 421, any four-dimensional terminal quotient singularity of index p is stable", it is tempting to ask Question 1.13. Does there exist, for each n, a lower bound Po(n) such that every n-dimensional terminal quotient singularity of index p > po(n) is stable?
We have, however, no evidence that the answer is yes, except in dimension < 4. Let us conclude with a few remarks on our evidence for Conjecture 1.4. In view of Theorem 1.3 and Proposition 1.11, the force of the conjecture is to assert that (i) there are no sporadic terminal quotient singularities of prime index p > 421, and (ii) there are no stable quintuples other than integral multiples of those listed in (1.3).
Our evidence for both these assertions is computational. In the course of an investigation, discussed in Section 2, as to which terminal quotient singularities have good antibicanonical covers, we systematically tabulated all the terminal quotient singularities of prime index at most 1600. All the singularities found are either associated with one of the stable quintuples of Theorem 1.3, or are sporadic with index p < 421. A summary of our tabulation of the sporadic singularities appears in Table 1 .14, where for each prime p < 421 we give the number Sp of sporadic terminal quotient singularities of index p up to the actions of (Z/pZ)* and S4. (Note that the correspondence between p-terminal quintuples and sporadic terminal singularities is more complicated than one might initially suspect; for example, when p = 61, the five associated p-singularities of the p-terminal quintuple (1, -3,9, -27,20) are all equivalent under the actions of (Z/61Z)* and S4.)
Could there possibly be more sporadic terminal singularities? As can be seen by inspecting the table, the number of sporadic terminal quotient singularities grows to a maximum of 300 when p = 83, and then tapers off to zero. Moreover, for 421 < p < 1600, the only terminal quotient singularities found are those predicted by Conjecture 1.4.
Could there possibly be more stable quintuples? By Corollary 1.8 and Proposition 1.11, if Q is a stable quintuple which is not an integral multiple of one of those in (1.3), and if p > max{/g,6MQ}, then the associated p-singularities of Q axe terminal but are not associated with any quintuple on our list (1.3). Thus, our computations imply that any new stable quintuple must have Iq at least 1600 or Mq at least 267. On the other hand, the largest value of Iq for the 29 quintuples Q in Table 1 .9 is 210 for Q = (7,5,3,-1,-14) and Q = (15,7,-3,-5,-14) , and the largest value of Mq is 30.
Our faith in the conjecture reflects our belief that these phenomena represent a general pattern for large primes. We find it hard to imagine that new sporadic singularities or stable quintuples will appear after such a long period of predictability. 
Anticanonical Divisors and Antibicanonical
Covers. In this section we indicate how the techniques of toric geometry can be used to decide whether a given terminal quotient singularity has either of the two important properties described in the introduction:
whether its general anticanonical divisor has only canonical singularities, and whether the double cover branched on the general antibicanonical divisor of the quotient singularity has only canonical singularities.
We will not completely settle the question for anticanonical divisors, contenting ourselves with giving an infinite number of examples for each alternative (see Examples 2.4 and 2.5). We will be more concerned with whether each terminal quotient singularity has a double cover branched on an antibicanonical divisor with only canonical singularities. (We call this a good antibicanonical cover.) Our principal results are that all the terminal quotient singularities associated with the stable quintuples of Theorem 1.3 do have such covers (cf. Proposition 2.10) and that up to the actions of S4 and (Z/pZ)*, there exist exactly six sporadic terminal quotient singularities of prime index less than 1600 which do not possess such covers (cf. Theorem 2.12 and Table 2 and not on / itself. The exact translation of (2.1) to a condition on the Newton polyhedron is a bit complicated (see Reid [12, appendix to Section 4] for details), but (2.1) certainly implies that the vector (1,1,. .., 1) lies in the interior of Newton(/). We will apply the hyperquotient criterion to four-dimensional quotient singularities in two ways. Let J£ = Z4 denote the set of (rational) monomials in w, x, y, z; we will represent a monomial m E J? either by a quadruple to = (mi, m2, m$, m^) Thus, if / = 0 defines an anticanonical divisor with canonical singularities, for each k there is some to E J(s such that xm E f and ak(wxyz) > ak(x.m) + 1. Moreover, for each a E J^+ there is some xm E f with a(l) = a(wxyz) > a(xm). In particular, 1 is in the interior of Newton(/), and hence in the interior ofNewton(|-Ä"T|).
Conversely, if Newton(\ -Kt\) and .^s+ satisfy the conditions in the proposition, let / be a general linear combination of the monomials in ¿2fs; we must show that a(wxyz) > a(f) + 1 for any nonzero primitive a E N+. Any nonzero a E N+ can be written as a = a' 4-a", where a' E J^+ and a" E {0, a*;}, such that at least one of a' and a" is nonzero; we then have a(f) > a'(/) + a"(f).
If a" t¿ 0, then a'(wzyz) > a'(f) and a"(wxyz) > a"(f) + 1, and the assertion follows in this case. On the other hand, if a" = 0, then since 1 is in the interior of Newton(| -Är|) = Newton(/), we see that a(wxyz) = a'(wxyz) > a'(f) -a(f). Since both sides of this inequality are integers, we conclude that a(wxyz) > a(f) + l in this case as well. D Example 2.4. The terminal singularities associated to the stable quintuples in case (a) of Theorem 1.3 satisfy the conditions of the proposition. For in that case, after reordering the variables either yz or z is in the set ^#s+. For either of these monomials, ak has the stated property; moreover, if either is in the set ^#s+, then 1 is in the interior of Newton(| -Kt\) (cf. the proofs of Corollaries 2.7 and 2.8(i) below). Proof. We again apply the hyperquotient criterion: In this case, the semigroup N+ is generated by yT+ (the elements of which have value zero on the new variable v = yo) together with the elements ßk and 7 defined by ßk(mo,... ,m4) = Y^mi{aik/p} and 7(to0, ... ,m4) = m0.
Suppose that the hyperquotient singularity (v2 -f = 0)/(Z/pZ) is canonical.
For any a E yV+, let 6 = a -[-a(/)/2]7 E N+; then 6(v2 -f) = a(f), while
Thus, since 6(vwxyz) > 6(v2 -f) + 1, we see that a(2) = 2a(wxyz) > 2a(f) + 2[-a(/)/2] + 2 > a(f) + 1. In particular, 2 is in the interior of Newton(/), and hence in the interior of Newton(| -2Kt\).
Conversely, if 2 is in the interior of Newton(| -2KT\), we let / be a general linear combination of the monomials in J^s. Write any nonzero element of N+ in the form a = a' + a" + a'", where a' E jV+ , a" E {0, ßk} and a"' = n7, such that at least one of a', a", and a"' is nonzero. We make the following claims, which clearly suffice to show that a(vwxyz) > a(v2 -f) + 1 (and thus complete the proof of the proposition): Proof. If 2 is in the interior of Newton(| -2ifT|), then n = (1 -e)2 E ¿F2s for an appropriate positive e < 1. Conversely, given n = (i,j, k, I) E ^2s, we may suppose without loss of generality that i < 2. Define i' E Z by the conditions 0 < i' < p and i'a = 2s (modp). Then n' = (¿',0,0,0) 6 £?2a, and, for small positive £, n" = (1 -£)n + £n' is in ^2s and has all coordinates strictly less than 2. Therefore, 2 is in the interior of Newton(| -2Ä"r|)-□ Hence, we have Proof, (i) Suppose that n E ^q+ is a small invariant monomial, and choose n to be maximal among small invariant monomials under the natural partial order on Jf. Then, since 2 E ^2s, n' := 2 -n is a small vector in ^f2s.
( Table 1 .9, for each exceptional stable quintuple Q we listed the coefficients for certain linear relations among the entries of Q with coefficients in {0,1,2}. For 10 of the quintuples, we listed three relations, and in each of these cases it is easily verified that each entry of Q has coefficient 0 in at least one of those relations; thus, all 5 associated p-singularities have good antibicanonical covers by Corollary 2.8(h). For 18 of the remaining 19 quintuples, there is exactly one entry in Q which has nonzero coefficient in every relation (and for the quintuple (8,5,3,-1,-15) both -1 and -15 have nonzero coefficients in every relation). We thus have 20 cases remaining to be checked, and in each of these the relevant entry of Q is negative. Corollary 2.9 holds for each of these cases, as we verify in There remains the question of whether the sporadic terminal singularities which exist for p < 421 have good antibicanonical covers. The answer is nearly always yes. THEOREM 2.12. Every terminal quotient singularity of index p < 421 has a good antibicanonical cover with the exception of those equivalent under the actions o/S4 or (Z/pZ)* to one of the six singularities in Table 2 .15.
Combining this with Proposition 2.10 yields the COROLLARY 2.13. If Conjecture 1.4 holds, then every four-dimensional terminal quotient singularity of prime index, except those occurring in Table 2 .15, has a good antibicanonical cover. D Our approach to Theorem 2.12 is a computational one based on a restatement of Corollary 2. Proof. If 2 lies in the interior of Newton(| -2Är|), then, by Corollary 2.7, there is a vector n E ^f2s with all coordinates strictly smaller than two. This n can be written as a linear combination A = (Am) in A for which p\ -1 and hence pr > 1. Conversely, if pr > 1 and the A which realizes this value corresponds to the vector n, then (l/pr)n is a small vector in Jzf2s. G This lemma essentially corresponds to dualizing the linear programming problem posed by Corollary 2.7. Moreover, the calculation of pr as defined above is a standard exercise in linear programming.
All that is required as input is an enumeration of the generating set J¿?2s using the definition given in (2.2). We have carried out this calculation for all the terminal quotient singularities T of prime index less than 421 on the Macintosh and Ridge computers of the Columbia University mathematics department. Our linear programs were solved1"1' using the Pascal subroutines which are described in Section 10.8 and listed on pp. 743-746 of [9] . Theorem 2.12 is the result of these computations.
The six terminal quotient singularities which do not have good antibicanonical covers are described in Table 2 .15. Since 2 is always in 5f2s, these T have px = 1, so the output of our programs is not especially interesting. Instead, we give the reader data from which it is straightforward to verify that 2 does not lie in the interior of Newton(| -2Är|)-More precisely, we give for each T a complete list of the monomials in S?2s and the equation of a hyperplane H := Ht in R4 containing tf A listing of the complete Pascal program we used is available from the authors upon request (directed to the third author).
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